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Austrans is
committed to
developing
sustainable
solutions for both
their clients and
the environment

RESPOND • REMOVE • RECYCLE • REHABILITATE

Our specialties
WASTE
•

Routine waste and liquid removal, services,
cleaning and disposal

•

Liquid tankering and other storage solutions

•

Industrial services including cleaning and
shutdown work

•

Dangerous and packaged goods disposal

PROJECTS
•

Bulk waste and bulk heavy liquid removal,
clean up and disposal

•

Environmental and industrial services

•

Industrial waste and liquid waste services

•

Utility, shipping and liquid waste services

CIVIL

07 3281 7200

•

Bulk earth works

•

Land clearing

•

Residential and business developments

•

Roads and carparks

Austrans’
combined use
of equipment
and resources
gives clients the
best results.

With industry-leading project
planning, safety procedures
and reporting processes we are
committed to completing jobs
efficiently and effectively.

Austrans specialise in the removal, transportation and
disposal of heavy liquids and sludge with minimal impact
to site and operational activities.
We also offer site remediation and access upgrades,
project management and budget tracking. Our bobcats
and excavators are ideal for small on-site jobs, while our
machines and earthmoving team can tackle large scale
subdivisions and civil works.

www.austransgroup.com.au

Testimonials
Austrans played a major role in removing sludge from three lagoons
at the Kalbar Water Treatment Plant. They removed more than 1,000
tonnes of sludge in less than two weeks, displaying high standards
of safety, quality and workmanship. Staff maintained consistent levels
of communication and reporting and allowed us to continue our
operations uninterrupted. Austrans had every machine to complete
our job on time and on budget.

SEQ Water

Austrans planned and executed work on our sediment pond with no
impact or interruption to our daily operations. The group removed
280 tonnes of heavy sludge and delivered it to disposal in just one
day. Staff were helpful and organised, maximising our site’s potential
and working productively and efficiently without compromising safety,
procedures and planning. With their experience, integrity and wellpracticed methods we would not consider using anyone else.

Golden Cockeral

Australian Country Choice engaged Austrans to conduct a major
refurbishment at our Brisbane Valley Feedlot facility, with the project
involving bulk earthworks, drainage and roadworks.
The onsite Austrans team complied with our AS4801 health and safety
requirements while achieving the budget and standard of workmanship
required to meet our expectations. We will readily engage with
Austrans to discuss future projects of this nature for our operations.

Australian Country Choice

www.austransgroup.com.au
07 3281 7200

